
DZ Agri Twin

The best in the field

Rejuvenate your grass and save money
The Vredo Agri Series is world renowned for quality, performance 
and innovation in the global agricultural sector. These machines 
are a must for anyone looking for a professional approach to re-
juvenating grassland. After harsh winters, the first silage cut or in 
autumn,  you can still maximise yields per hectare, – both grass 
and milk - by renovating and directly overseeding grassland with 
the Vredo Agri overseeder, which guarantees a new and healthy 
sward. The wide Agri Twin has the highest capacity to optimise the 
grassland at the right time.

Optimal seed utilisation
Overseeding is only successful if the seed is directly sown into the 
soil. The Agri Twin Series is equipped with the famous and proven 
Vredo Double-Discs-System. The pairs of independently sprung 
discs, set 7.5cms apart, guide seed into a V-shaped slit in the sward, 
whatever the soil conditions – clay, peat, loam, sand, wet or dry. 
The roller then closes the slit and ensures good contact between 
seed and soil. Water and nutrients then have easy access to the 
seed, this encourages strong root formation and fast germination. 

Research confirms that the Vredo system generates a germination 
rate of 96%! This very high score is only possible every single time 
because the seeding depth is precisely adjustable from 0-25mm.  
The DZ Agri Twin has two sections of 2.2m or 2.9m working width, 
which makes a total working width of 4.4m or 5.8m, with the sec-
tions folding hydraulically and locking automatically. During trans-
port the machine has a width of only 3.0m and is equipped with 
LED lights and protection shields.

Vredo Overseeders

Unique concept
By working with two sections 
and separately suspending every pair of discs, the Agri Twin is 
able to follow undulating land accurately. The machine is equip-
ped with pneumatic seed distribution, with the fan being electric 
hydraulic driven. The hydraulic/mechanical seed distribution is 
seamlessly adjustable from 3kg to 210kg per hectare. For very 
small (clover) or large (barley) seeds and quantities, separate 
cam wheels are available. By using a platform and foldable steps 
the seed hopper with a 450-litre capacity is easy and safe to fill. 
 
The Agri Twin Series is also fitted for no-till farming. For example, 
it is able to sow cover crop into the stubble of cereals. With a 
working speed of approximately 13km/h the capacity is fantas-
tic. As standard, the machine is supplied with a practical digital 
provision for accurate calibration and a digital hectare counter 
(day and overall counter).

The machine can be equipped with either a smooth or packer 
ring roller. The latter is perfect for rough surfaces and paddocks 
with undulating terrain and ditches. This roller has movable cast 
iron rings with a vertical play of about 50mm and is toothed. 
The toothed roller stimulates the tillering of good grasses and 
decrease the growth of weeds and unwanted grass species.
The wide Agri Twin is the most professional overseeding machi-
ne in its category when quality, capacity and results are import-
ant to you and your customer!

Vredo Agri Twin; “when you choose capacity and results’’ 

VREDO Double-Discs-System
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Options

Standard new features

1
Scraper for packer ring roller  
Ingeniously clever scraper to keep every movable packer 
ring individually clean for an optimal performance, even 
under wet and heavy conditions. 

2
EDS
Electronic Dosage System, for simply and accurately 
adjusting the required seed dosage.

4
Stone protection 
To avoid getting stones, clods and crop residues in bet-
ween the discs.

3
Pre roller  
Presses the loosened soil (kicked up from behind the 
tractor tyres) firmly down, so the discs keep turning while 
working. 

Specifications Vredo DZ Agri Twin

Type                Roller Working 
width (m)       

Transport 
width (m)                

Row dis-
tance (cm)

Contents 
seed hop-

per

Weight
(kg)  

Mount-
ing

Depth ad-
justment

Required 
Tractor 
Power 

Dimensions (m)

DZ 344.075 Smooth 4,35 3,00 7,5 450 l. 2235 3-point Top link 125 hp 1.49x4.40x2.05
DZ 344.075 Packer 4,35 3,00 7,5 450 l. 3000 3-point Top link 150 hp 1.49x4.40x2.05
DZ 358.075 Smooth 5,70 3,00 7,5 450 l. 2750 3-point Top link 150 hp 1.49x5.90x2.05
DZ 358.075 Packer 5,70 3,00 7,5 450 l. 3815 3-point Top link 180 hp 1.49x5.90x2.05

Seed distribution Disc diameter Element Turf guard Compaction Roller Calibrate

Variable 3 till 
210 kg/a Ø 406 mm

Progressive suspension
length 11 cm 0-25mm 

sowing depth
Adjustable

Smooth refillable, 
220/290 litre

or packer ring roller
height adjustable

Calibrate chart, 
Calibrating tray
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A
Platform / steps
Stable metal standing platform for filling  the machine. 

B
LED lights
Bright light with clear signs of direction and brakes for trans-
port on the road.

C
Large seed hopper
450-liter hydraulic / pneumatic seed hopper. Easy to 
empty, without seed loss. 

5
Cam wheel for seeding small seeds 
In small dosage, for instance clover seed.

Cam wheel for seeding larger seeds 
In larger dosages, for instance rye seeds.

Crop Drill System (CDS) 
To seed cereals directly in stubble on 7.5cm or 15cm row 
distances. Elements can be lifted hydraulically; seed distribu-
tion will block. Suitable for high volume seed dosage.
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